Welcome to KESTRA SERVICE
KESTRA GROUP

Founded in 1964 for visionary Giuseppe Ferri and located over an area of 60,000 sqm, we invest in expansion, development and studies in Welding applications. Company 100% Brazilian!!!
KESTRA GROUP STRUCTURE

- Industrial area built of 12000 sqm;
- 4 branches strategically located (Belo Horizonte, Curitiba, Recife, Rio de Janeiro);
- Agile and Integrated Logistics;
- With the Laboratory of Welding Analysis more complete in Brazil.
- Modern Administrative Structure
  More than 200 employees.
Kestra produces welding supplies to various segments, such as sugar/alcohol, steel, petroleum, petrochemical, pulp and paper, agro-business, cement, boilermaking light and heavy, mining, among others.

This diversity of customers and segments is the result of professional competence and quality of the products Kestra.
PRODUCTS - EQUIPMENTS

Development, Manufacture and representation of automation equipment and welding processes.
The KST Technology “AGREGA", associates our extensive knowledge and leadership in special alloys, state-of-the-art equipment and highly skilled labor.
KST Agrega - Cement / Mining

KST Supplies AGREGA - for Mining Equipment

- Coatings of buckets, shovels and components
- Coatings of plates for boxes of trucks
KST Agrega - Mining

Crusher/ Reduction: Refurbushing “In site” or in our workshop

Unique company in Brazil with knowledge for construction and recovery of Roller Press

FLS CRUSHER
Roller Press Repair
KSTAgrega- Kestra Service - GRINDING

Company fully verticalized that gives comprehensive guarantees of their parts and services.

We use only Consumables and Equipment KESTRA and Labor KSTAgrega in our jobs.-
KST Agrega- Grinding

Manufacture, recovery and coatings of components of new and used Mills: Table, Rollers, parts over design, others.
KST Agrega – Process

Repair of Cracks in Furnaces and balls mills (Tyres and ferrules)
KST Agrega - Process

Recovery of Rotors/Fans in our factory or in situ.
SHIELD "HEAVY DUTY"
KST Agrega - Process

Coated Screens for Mining, Sinter and Pelets

Coating/Recovery of volutes and seat of Pumps.

Tubular Wires, Stick Electrode for Hardfacing and Joining, Welding Equipment for Sugar Industry
HARDFACING “In Site” and in our Workshop
KST AGREGA – WEAR PLATES

Raw bimetalic plates or cut in accordance with design, we have the right product for your need.

**Agrega600** – Cr Carbides (Wear until 200°C)
**Agrega630** – Cr/Nb Carbides (Wear until 400°C)
**Agrega650** – Complex Carbides (Wear until 600°C)
**AgregaTuff** – Cr/Ti/Mn Carbides (Severe Impact + Abrasion)
**Agrega700** – Tungsten Carbide (Super Severe Abrasion)
KST AGREGA WEAR PLATES

Parts and Components in accordance with design
Wear Parts and Furnace Crack repair

Wear Plate

Furnace Crack repair

Conveyor screws
Impact - Mining

**AgregaTuff**

Anti-wear plates coated with chromium carbides, manganese and Titanium simultaneously. Applications of severe impact + Severe abrasion
We hope this will be the beginning of a strong and sustainable relationship based on mutual respect, excellence and quality.

We are grateful for the care received and wish a good day for all!

Distributor in USA
Metal Spray Coating Corp
P.O. Box 816580, Hollywood FL 33081-6580 • +1 (978) 767-3608
www.metal-spray-coating.com

MSC Corp.
www.KESTRA.com.br